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Focus on IELTS
Cambridge
University Press
60 tests to
practise the most
important
vocabulary at First
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Certificate level
Wide variety of
tests, including
gap-fills, multiple
choice, matching
exercises,
cartoons, and full
answer key Tips on
learning new
vocabulary and
preparing for the
exam
Ready for FCE Workbook with
Key MacMillan Education,
Limited
A set of five practice tests for the
Cambridge Certificate in
Advanced English exam, revised

to take account of the
requirements from December
1999. The authors' close
involvement in the CAE enables
students to practice exam
questions which genuinely
replicate the real test papers.
Each reading text is taken from a
different source, giving students
experience in coping with a wide
variety of authentic material.
Photocopiable answer sheets give
students the opportunity to
practise transferring their
answers from the test paper,
reducing the risk of making
mistakes under pressure.
Teachers and students can also
learn about the marking scheme

in the With Answers edition
through detailed notes and real
examples of students'
compositions.
Ready for CAE Cambridge
University Press
Information-rich topics and
texts immerse adult learners
in themes and issues from
around the world so that
English is more relevant.
Advanced Grammar &
Vocabulary Penguin UK
Prepare students for the
IELTS exam as well as
future academic study. With
its focus on academic skills,
this updated version of
Focus on IELTS equips
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students for both the IELTS
examination, and the tools
that they need for academic
life.
Ready for First
Certificate MacMillan
"This new edition of
Ready for FCE has
been revised and
updated to incorporate
all the new features of
the Cambridge First
Certificate in English.It
is a comprehensive,
well-rounded course
that gives both the
teacher and student
confidence of exam

success. The course
also contains a
complete grammar
syllabus and reference,
as well as regular
review sections that
incorporate exam-style
exercises.
Navigate: C1 Advanced.
Teacher's Guide with
Teacher's Support and
Resource Disc Cambridge
University Press
In this text, particular
focus is given to
functional language, with
units on areas such as
greetings, excuses,
directions and

descriptions, agreeing and
disagreeing. This gives
students a wider view of
grammar and vocabulary
in context in a variety of
immediately useful
everyday situations.
First Certificate Star[
Macmillan Elt
English is used in
diplomatic contexts
worldwide, including in
situations where none of
the interlocutors are native-
speakers. This ground-
breaking volume brings
together the perspectives
of researchers and
practitioners to discuss the
needs of those using and
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learning English for
Diplomatic Purposes.
Chapter authors use
concepts from
sociolinguistics, World
Englishes, Peace Linguistics
and English as a Lingua
Franca. Combined with this
theoretical background is a
pragmatic understanding of
the work of diplomacy and
the realities of
communication, as well as
exercises designed to help
students, teachers and
practicing diplomats reflect
on, and develop, their
language use. This book
represents an important
first step in the opening-up
of English for Diplomatic

Purposes as a distinct field
of study and learning, and
as such will be required
reading for those working
and studying in this area.
Ready for Fce Pearson
English Language Teaching
Gold Plus is the updated
edition of Gold, the trusted
exam preparation course
for adult and young adult
learners. FCE Gold Plus
corresponds to level B2 of
the Common European
Framework.

Ready for Fce Macmillan
Elt
How students get the
materials they need as
opportunities for higher

education expand but
funding shrinks. From the
top down, Shadow
Libraries explores the
institutions that shape the
provision of educational
materials, from the formal
sector of universities and
publishers to the broadly
informal ones organized
by faculty, copy shops,
student unions, and
students themselves. It
looks at the history of
policy battles over access
to education in the
post–World War II era
and at the narrower
versions that have played
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out in relation to research
and textbooks, from
library policies to book
subsidies to, more
recently, the several
“open” publication models
that have emerged in the
higher education sector.
From the bottom up,
Shadow Libraries
explores how, simply,
students get the materials
they need. It maps the
ubiquitous practice of
photocopying and what
are—in many cases—the
more marginal ones of
buying books, visiting
libraries, and downloading

from unauthorized
sources. It looks at the
informal networks that
emerge in many contexts
to share materials, from
face-to-face student
networks to Facebook
groups, and at the
processes that lead to the
consolidation of some of
those efforts into more
organized archives that
circulate offline and
sometimes online— the
shadow libraries of the
title. If Alexandra
Elbakyan's Sci-Hub is the
largest of these efforts to
date, the more

characteristic part of her
story is the prologue: the
personal struggle to
participate in global
scientific and educational
communities, and the
recourse to a wide array
of ad hoc strategies and
networks when formal,
authorized means are
lacking. If Elbakyan's
story has struck a chord,
it is in part because it
brings this contradiction
in the academic project
into sharp
relief—universalist in
principle and unequal in
practice. Shadow
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Libraries is a study of that
tension in the digital era.
Contributors Bal�zs
Bod�, Laura Czerniewicz,
Miroslaw Filiciak, Mariana
Fossatti, Jorge Gemetto,
Eve Gray, Evelin Heidel,
Joe Karaganis, Lawrence
Liang, Pedro Mizukami,
Jhessica Reia, Alek
Tarkowski
First Certificate Passkey
Grammar Practice
Cambridge University
Press
Together with Grammar
and Vocabulary for CAE
and CPE, this book forms
part of a series of grammar
and vocabulary preparation

books for classes taking the
Cambridge First Certificate,
Advanced and Proficiency
exams. Each book provides
coverage of the essential
structures and vocabulary
needed for success in the
exams. Each unit contains
clear, concise presentation
of grammar, with varied and
challenging practice
exercises, as well as
integrated coverage of
vocabulary. Genuine learner
errors are corrected
through the Longman
Learner's Corpus.

Reading comprehension
for the FCE
examination Macmillan

Elt
"Absolute Legal English
is a practical and
stimulating course book
for students of law and
practising lawyers who
wish to work in an
international legal
environment and need
to extent their language
skills. It is particularly
useful for candidates
preparing for the ILEC
exam"-back cover.
Get on Track for Fce
Cambridge English
The pre-FCE course that
gives students a solid
grounding in the language,
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skills and task types tested
in the exam. In a year
students are ready to make
the most of their FCE
course and go for that 'A'
grade.

Objective First
Longman Italia
'First Certificate Star
Cassettes' contain the
material for the
listening tasks,
including short and long
texts to help the
student prepare for the
first certificate
listening paper.
Compact First for
Schools Student's Book

with Answers with CD-
ROM Longman Italia
Tailor-made for the
revised First Certificate
in English examination,
this course offers
graded practice, advice
and guidance, equipping
students with the skills
and language ability
needed to tackle each
task type with
confidence.
FCE Gold Plus Maximiser
(with Key) OUP Oxford
This book has been
written to help students
prepare for the Key

Word Transformation part
of the Use of English
paper (grammar) of the
Cambridge English: C2
Proficiency. It will give
you a good understanding
of the different
grammatical structures
commonly used in this
part of the Use of English
test, e.g. passive - active
voice , impersonal
passive, conditional
sentences , inverted
conditionals, inversions,
set phrases, comparative-
superlative, causative
verbs, phrasal verbs,
linking words, etc. If you
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want to learn how to do
Key word transformation
exercises effectively, this
book is for you.
D.M�ndez

Face2face Elementary
Student's Book with
DVD-ROM Diego
Mendez
Complete PET
combines the very best
in contemporary
classroom practice with
stimulating topics
aimed at teenagers and
young adults.
English File 3e Upper-
intermediate Workbook

with Key Multilingual
Matters
"The course is
designed to maximise
the performance of
school-age learners. It
features eight units
covering the core
topics, vocabulary,
grammar and skills
needed for all four
exam papers for the
revised Cambridge
English: First (FCE) for
Schools exam from
2015. Two teen-
inspired topics in each
unit ensure the entire

exam syllabus is
covered, and can also
act as a basis for CLIL-
based extension
activities and projects.
Grammar sections and a
Grammar Reference
help students build up
the accurate language
structure necessary for
the Use of English parts
of the new Reading and
Use of English paper,
while B2-level
vocabulary is targeted,
drawing on insights
from English Profile,
and brought together in
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a Wordlist based on key
vocabulary from the
units. 'Exam tips', and
grammar and
vocabulary exercises
teach students to avoid
common mistakes
identified in
Cambridge's unique
collection of real exam
papers, the Cambridge
Learner
Corpus."--Publisher
description.
Recycling Your English
with Removable Key
Longman
Cambridge English

Advanced 3 contains
four tests for the
Advanced exam, also
known as Certificate in
Advanced English
(CAE). These
examination papers for
the Cambridge English:
Advanced (CAE) exam
provide the most
authentic exam
preparation available,
allowing candidates to
familiarise themselves
with the content and
format of the exam and
to practise useful exam
techniques. The

Student's Book is also
available in a 'without
answers' edition. Audio
CDs (2) containing the
exam Listening material
and a Student's Book
with answers and
downloadable Audio are
available separately.
Ready for FCE
Workbook with Key
Longman
face2face is the
flexible, easy-to-teach
General English course
that helps adults and
young adults to speak
and listen with
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confidence. face2face is
informed by Cambridge
English Corpus and its
vocabulary syllabus has
been mapped to the
English Vocabulary
Profile, meaning
students learn the
language they really
need at each CEFR
level. The course
improves students'
listening skills by
drawing their attention
to the elements of
spoken English that are
difficult to understand.
The free DVD-ROM in

the Student's Book
includes consolidation
activities and electronic
portfolio for learners to
track their progress
with customisable tests
and grammar and
vocabulary reference
sections.
Test Your Vocabulary for
FCE Macmillan Elt
Penguin Readers is an ELT
graded reader series.
Please note that the eBook
edition does NOT include
access to the audio edition
and digital book. Written for
learners of English as a
foreign language, each title

includes carefully adapted
text, new illustrations and
language learning exercises.
Titles include popular
classics, exciting
contemporary fiction, and
thought-provoking non-
fiction, introducing language
learners to bestselling
authors and compelling
content. The eight levels of
Penguin Readers follow the
Common European
Framework of Reference
for language learning
(CEFR). Exercises at the
back of each Reader help
language learners to
practise grammar,
vocabulary, and key exam
skills. Before, during and
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after-reading questions test
readers' story
comprehension and develop
vocabulary. Moby Dick, a
Level 7 Reader, is B2 in the
CEFR framework. The
longer text is made up of
sentences with up to four
clauses, introducing future
perfect simple, mixed
conditionals, past perfect
continuous, mixed
conditionals, more complex
passive forms and modals
for deduction in the past.
When the young sailor
"Ishmael" decides to sail on
the Pequod with the
mysterious Captain Ahab,
he has no idea about Ahab's
plans to get revenge on the

great white whale Moby
Dick. Ahab wants to find
and kill the whale at any
cost - even if it means
losing his ship and his crew.
Visit the Penguin Readers
website Register to access
online resources including
tests, worksheets and
answer keys. Exclusively
with the print edition,
readers can unlock a digital
book and audio edition (not
available with the eBook).
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